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Abstract. This paper summarizes the participation of the ReVeS project to the ImageCLEF 2012 Plant Identification task. Aiming to develop a system for tree leaf identification on mobile devices, our method is designed to cope with the challenges of complex natural images and to enable a didactic interaction with the user. The approach relies on a two step model-driven segmentation and on the evaluation of high-level characteristics that make a semantic interpretation possible, as well as more generic shape features. All these descriptors are combined in a random forest classification algorithm, and their significance evaluated. Our team ranks 4th overall, 3rd on natural images, which constitutes a very satisfying performance with respect to the project’s objectives.

1 Introduction

The ability to recognize a plant species and to understand its specificities has now become a task accessible mostly to specialists. Most flora books promise an arduous time to the willing neophyte, who does not possess the compulsory theoretical background. Mobile systems however offer the opportunity to introduce such knowledge in an interactive way, at the level of the user. Mobile guides for plant species identification have already seen light [1] with great success on white background images. The goal of the ReVeS project is to build a system to help users to recognize a tree in a natural environment, from the photograph of a leaf, in an educational and interactive way.

With this objective, we participated to the ImageCLEF Plant Identification task [9] for the second time, treating almost all of the 126 species in the database, making a strong distinction between the 24 species with compound leaves, and the 100 species with simple leaves we considered. The task consisted in associating, after a training phase, each one of the 3150 images in the Test database to an ordered list of species. Our work focused mainly of the application of methods dedicated to the case of photographs of one leaf in a natural environment.

⋆ This work has been supported by the French National Agency for Research with the reference ANR-10-CORD-005 (REVES project).
2 Model Based Leaf Segmentation

Retrieving the leaf contour is the first and crucial step for the understanding of the image. It is a really challenging issue in unsupervised, complex, natural images [21,20] where it is necessary to incorporate as much knowledge as possible to ease the task [11]. Including prior knowledge on the expected shape of the object we look for is a good way to reduce the risk of mistakes. But in the context of a mobile application, it would be regrettable not to take advantage of a human user to guide an automatic process that would otherwise be very prone to erratic behaviour.

2.1 Leaf Color Model

In potentially imperfect images, and with the idea of approximating the shape of the leaf, color seems to be the most relevant information to rely on. A valid a priori color model for all leaves is impossible given the variety induced by season, species and lighting, but to extract a color model from every image, we first need to have a rough idea of the leaf’s location.

What is quite easily solvable on white background image where a simple thresholding the grey-level image is enough to locate the leaf, becomes much more complicated with natural images. This is where we require the assistance of the user to draw a region inside the leaf, region that has to contain at least three components in the case of a compound leaf. We also rotated and cropped some photographs so that they clearly contain only one leaf of interest, with its apex pointing approximately to the top of the image, which corresponds to our frame of work for a mobile application. This is the only human intervention in the recognition process, and it is performed for photograph images only.

![Fig. 1. Initial coloring on photograph images to locate leaf pixels](image)

Based on this first, initial region, we try to estimate a model of the color of the leaf, and to compute the distance of each pixel to this model. This is done by using an evidence-based combination of the dissimilarity to a global color model computed by linear regression on the initial region (Figure 2(b)) and the dissimilarity to a local adaptive model built by adapting an expected mean color while exploring the image (Figure 2(c)). The use of belief function theory [6,18] is here more efficient than simpler combinations (mean, minimum) to take the specificities of two relevant yet distinct sources of information [2].
2.2 Active Models For Leaf Segmentation

We rely on explicit shape models to drive the segmentation of the leaves in images. It is however very complicated if not impossible to cover the diversity of leaf types, from needles to bipinnate leaves. This is why we had to introduce two different models, one for simple or palmately lobed leaves and one for compound leaves (pinnate, digitate and bipinnate indifferently) We thus considered only Angiosperm species, leaving \textit{Ginkgo biloba} and \textit{Juniperus oxycedrus} aside.

\textbf{Parametric Active Polygon} In the case of simple or palmately lobed leaves we still use a polygonal leaf model \cite{5} to produce both a rough segmentation of the leaf and an estimation of its global shape. The number of lobes is estimated during the evolution, which is based only on the previously computed color dissimilarity map.

\textbf{Fig. 3.} Evolution of the parametric active polygon using the distance map, and redundant lobe suppression
A Model For Compound Leaves  A leaf is supposed to be compound when the initial region (after either colouring or thresholding) has at least three connected components. To evaluate the number of leaflets $n_F$ and their organization, we designed a deformable template for compound leaves that will evolve based on the dissimilarity map.

This model represents leaflets by a fixed, excessive number of pairs of circles, and relies again on two points $B$ and $T$ and on a set of parameters to be optimized by minimizing an energy based on the total dissimilarity:

- $k_F$, the curvature of the axis
- $r_F$, the radius of the circles
- $d_F$, the distance of the circles to the axis
- $p_F(i)$, the relative position of each pair of circles

Given the possibility of overlap between leaflets, and subsequently model circles, we chose not to optimize the number of leaflets during the evolution, but to try to estimate it \textit{a posteriori} with a global view. Using the radius and position parameters, we first locate groups of connected circles, and based on their sizes and the gaps between them, we estimate how many leaflets actually compose each of them. This is a hard problem, and to reduce the risk of error, we make to estimation the retrieve a minimal and maximal number of leaflets and their location in the image. This process is illustrated in Figure 4. The numbers of leaflets and the parameters of the model are used as descriptors for the compound leaf structure.

To additionally represent the shape of the leaflets, we evaluate a simple polygonal model on one of the located leaflets. To minimize the risk of the model overflowing in the neighbouring leaflets and losing any accuracy, we chose the leaflet which stands out the most in the maximal leaflet estimation, considering the distance to the previous and next pair of leaflets.
2.3 Constrained Active Contour

We use the polygonal approximation both as an initialization and a shape constraint to retrieve the actual contour of the leaf, using an active contour algorithm for exact segmentation [5]. In the case of plain background images, the shape constraint is suppressed so that it doesn’t prevent the contour to fit the actual leaf margin. Figure 5 shows the interest of including a shape constraint on complicated images.

Fig. 5. Guided active contour results: polygonal model (left) initial contour (center left) guiding shape function (center right) and final contour (right)

3 Describing Leaf Shapes

To represent the discriminating properties encountered on the leaf, we chose to seek for the information investigated by botanists to identify species. The descriptors we use are then high-level morphological features designed to capture these specificities.

3.1 Global Shape Model

The represent the global shape of the leaf, we use directly the parameters obtained after the evolution of the global models. For simple and palmately lobed leaves, they consist of:

- model width $w$
- model center position $p$
- model apex angle $\alpha_A$
- model base angle $\alpha_B$
- number of lobes $n_L$
- length of each pair of lobes $l_L(i)$
- angle of each pair of lobes $\alpha_L(i)$

For compound leaves, we keep parameters from the compound leaf model, and those from the polygonal model extracted on one leaflet:

- minimal number of leaflets $n_{Fmin}$
- maximal number of leaflets $n_{Fmax}$
- position of the first leaflet $h_F$
- average gap between leaflets $g_F$
- distance to the axis $d_F$
- leaflet size $s_F$
- leaflet model width $w_F$
- leaflet model center position $p_F$
- leaflet apex angle $\alpha_{AF}$
- leaf model base angle $\alpha_{BF}$
3.2 Contour Interpretation

In order to capture more local shapes generally considered in the process of leaf identification, we rely on the axes of the polygonal model to partition the final contour into base, apex, lobe tip and right or left margin areas and know where to look at to estimate the determining features characterizing the leaf margin, basal shape and apical shape.

**Curvature Scale Space Transform** A rich representation of the contour used for shape matching is the Curvature Scale Space [13] that has already been used in the context of leaf image retrieval [12,4]. It consists simply in piling up curvature measures estimated on a normalized contour, producing a visually intuitive, scale invariant description of a contour. Figure 6 illustrates the interest of this transform for leaf margin analysis.

![CSS Image Description](image)

**CSS Image Description** As such, the CSS image presents already a lot of visual information that may well represent the properties of the margin. Considering it as a describable visual object, we decided to extract texture information on this very image. We computed Haralick descriptors on a grey level version of the image to get a generic source of information on the margin, that does not take the risk of making too many assumptions.

**Detecting and Characterizing Teeth** On the other hand, we also wanted to locate and describe explicitly the teeth and pits on the leaf’s margin. Considering that such structures clearly stand out in the CSS representation as maxima and minima of curvature, we followed an approach close to the detection of dominant points [19,14] to retrieve at each scale the salient features on the contour. For each one of them, the last scale at which a point is detected informs us on its size, while its sharpness can be estimated as the mean curvature of the point at all the scales it is detected.

Such points are searched only in the contour areas corresponding to the margin, so that the largest elements (apex, lobe tips, petiole) do not absorb the interesting smaller teeth. This detection process produces an interpretation of the contour where the base and the apex are precisely located, and with a sequence of convex and concave parts, characterized by their scale $S$ and curvature $K$, as depicts Figure 7.
To produce descriptors suitable for classification, we chose to compute the average values and standard deviations for both concave (−) and convex (+) structures, giving a set of 8 margin descriptors:

- mean scale of teeth $\bar{S}_+$
- standard deviation $\sigma_{S+}$
- mean scale of pits $\bar{S}_-$
- standard deviation $\sigma_{S-}$
- mean curvature of teeth $\bar{K}_+$
- standard deviation $\sigma_{K+}$
- mean curvature of pits $\bar{K}_-$
- standard deviation $\sigma_{K-}$

Additionally, we measured what percentage $w_+$ of the total margin length was part of a convex element, what percentage $w_-$ was part of a concave one, and what percentage $w_0$ was part of none. These descriptors sum up some of the specificities botanists would look at to characterize a leaf margin, yet in a very condensed and efficient way.

### 3.3 Basal and Apical Shape Estimation

To account for the shape of the leaf in the basal and apical areas, we transposed the approach used with the global shape, by designing a simple, parametric, flexible model to adjust to the contour. It is attached to the contour point detected as the base or apex and composed of two parametric Bzier curves that try to minimize the distance of their points to the contour. Figure 8 shows examples of the evolution of these models.

The parameters used to build the necessary control points and optimized during the evolution, are also the descriptors we use to represent those shapes:

- $\alpha$, the global angle of the model
- $\alpha$, the orientation angle relatively to the leaf axis
- $(\alpha_{t1})_{l,r}$, for each side, the tangent angle at the tip point
- $(\alpha_{t2})_{l,r}$, for each side, the tangent angle at the end point
- $(\delta_{t1})_{l,r}$, for each side, the distance of the 1st control point from the tip
- $(\delta_{t2})_{l,r}$, for each side, the distance of the 2nd control point from the end
3.4 Statistical Shape Descriptors

In addition to these dedicated descriptors, we also consider more generic shape features that could be apply basically to any kind of object. The moments are a popular choice for their invariance properties and have already been used in the context of leaf images [21,12]. We computed the central moments on the segmented leaves and use them in combination with the other descriptors as a complementary shape representation, less directly pertinent but possibly more stable.

4 Feature Selection and Classification

Segmentation methods previously described enable us to build an ensemble of descriptors which defines the properties of the leaves. First, knowing this ensemble, we chose an appropriate classifier and we selected features that are strongly relevant for the classification, removing useless and noisy descriptors. We studied then the behavior of the selected classifier when its parameters vary. Plant identification was finally carried out using the optimized parameters of the classifier.

4.1 Particularity of the database

The extracted descriptors correspond to numerical properties of the images. It forms a vectorial data set that can be study in order to select a suitable classifier.

Let us first denote that the database may include noise, specially in the case of photographs, since the background images may contain colors quite similar to the leaves. Furthermore, the number of images per class is heterogeneous: some classes contain more than 200 objects whereas some are represented by less than 5 objects. This property can affect the efficiency of some classifiers. Finally, the difference between leaves for the same species are most of the time high. For example the shape or the color of a leaf can be different following its age or
depending on the season the picture has been taken. As a result, there exists a large variation of the similarity within species. Conversely, a low variation between classes may happen, as some species have similar leaves.

4.2 A random forest classification

Random forest, introduced by Breiman [3], is a recent technique which consists in ensemble of decision trees using for the final prediction a majority vote. To build a decision tree in a random forest, a bootstrap sample of the data is used and at each node a set of random variable is selected to split on. This random sampling strategy makes increase the error of each tree and reduces the correlation between trees. As a consequence, the ensemble achieves both low variance and low bias [3].

Random forest has shown high performances in many domains such as bioinformatics [10,15,17], ecology [16] or computer vision [17]. This method is robust to noise and generalize correctly the class models, even when the database has few examples per class. We decided then to use this classifier for the task of plant identification.

4.3 Methodology

For the next experiments, we used as decision trees the CART algorithm with the gini impurity measure [2]. We chose to built 200 trees and we set the parameter \( m_{try} \), i.e. the number of randomly selected variables at each split, to \( \sqrt{p} \) (where \( p \) is the number of attributes), as it is the default value commonly used in the literature. In order to measure the accuracy of the random forest, a 3-fold cross validation is employed.

The dataset Pl@ntLeaves II includes three types of leaves: the first one corresponds to compound leaves, the second and third ones to simple leaves with and without lobes. For each type of leaves, the number of attributes differs, as well as the importance of the attributes in the classification process. Thus, we decided to built three random forests.

4.4 Feature selection

For simple leaves, we opted for the four following strategies:

- Strategy 1 consists in selecting the polygonal leaf model inducing the global shape model, the basal and apical estimations, as well as the attributes extracted from the CSS representation.
- Strategy 2 includes the polygonal leaf model, the basal estimation, the apical estimation and the contour characterization with the Haralick descriptors.
- Strategy 3 is a mix of the strategies 1 and 2.
- Strategy 4 includes the strategy 3 and the central moments.
Figures 9(a) and (b) present the results. We can remark that the Haralick descriptors applied on the contour of a leaf improve efficiently the classification. The strategy 4 corresponds to the best strategy for both types of simple leaves. We chose then this strategy for the rest of the experiments. Thus, 74 attributes are used for simple leaves with a unique lobe and 81 attributes for simple leaves with multiple lobes.

For compound leaves, the previous models (i.e. the polygonal model, the basal and apical model, etc.) characterize a small region of the image corresponding to one leaflet. As the resolution is lower than for simple leaves, the attributes are less efficient. We decided then to automatically erase useless or noisy attributes. Such task can be performed using the variable importance measure described in [3]. This measure consists in observing the variation of the accuracy when one variable of the dataset is randomly permuted. Figure 10(a) shows the results when the attributes from all the models are taken. We can observe the existence of a quite large amount of useless variables, since they are represented by low measures. We decided then to remove all the variables that have an importance close to 0. As a result, we considered 6 strategies which always includes the compound model, the polygonal model and the basal and apical shape estimations:

- Strategy 1 is composed of the Haralick descriptors computed from the contour detection.
- Strategy 2 corresponds to the strategy 1 with the add of the attributes extracted from the CSS representation.
- Strategy 3 includes the strategy 2 and the central moments.
- Finally, the three last strategies consist in the three first strategies suppressing the noisy variables.
Results are presented in figure 10(b). We can observe that deleting noisy variables leads most of the time towards better performances. We eventually chose the last strategy, ending up with 41 attributes.

4.5 Setting final parameters for the random forest

In order to achieve good performances, a random forest needs to fine-tune its parameters. One of the most important to adjust is \( mtry \), the number of variables selected randomly at a split. Figure 11 presents the accuracy varying with \( mtry \) for simple leaves with a unique lobe. When \( mtry = 1 \) the strength (i.e. the accuracy) of each tree is low and the correlation between trees is minimal. As a consequence, the ensemble performance is low. Conversely, if \( mtry \) corresponds to the number of attributes, the decision trees of a random forest are built without randomness. Although the strength of each tree is high, the correlation between trees is quite important and induces low performances. Thus, we set \( mtry = 20 \) in order to have a good trade between strength and correlation. However, due to a lack of time when carrying out the experiments concerning this parameter, we chose for the contest to set \( mtry = \sqrt{74} \approx 9 \).

The same reasoning has been achieved for the two other types of leaves, resulting in a selection of 16 attributes for simple leaves with several lobes and 15 attributes for compound leaves.

A second important parameter to fine-tune is the number of trees to build for a forest. This number must be high enough to decrease the variance, leading to stable and accurate results. However, the time execution increases with the number of trees. We decided then to set this parameter to 5000 for the three forests.
5 ImageCLEF Results

Three random forests are trained with the previous parameters and the whole dataset. As we only considered Angiosperm species, untreated leaves from the test set are assigned to *Ginkgo biloba* with a 100 percent confidence. For each leaf resting, a class probability is computed knowing the prediction of each tree of the forest. Results are presented in Table 1. Surprisingly, it shows better performances with pseudoscan images than scan images. This behavior has been observed by a quite important number of team. Thus, we suppose it is mostly due to the species presence in each type of images, as some class are more difficult to predict than others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Scan</th>
<th>Pseudoscan</th>
<th>Photograph</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIRIS_ReVeS_run_01</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In total, 33 runs were submitted by 11 groups. We achieved 4th place for pseudoscan images and the 5th place for scan and natural images. As a team, we rank third team for photographs. This last result is a good performance, since we concentrated our effort on photographs and we used a poor human supervision.

6 Conclusions

The results we obtained are satisfactory enough to validate our general approach. The investigation of morphological features that model explicitly the criteria used by botanists to identify trees proves to be a convincing way to treat the problem of plant identification. The role of segmentation still seems prevailing,
and the performance on photographs, though being better than the average, underlines its importance.

A first implementation of our identification system on mobile devices has been engaged, with promising results, but not on as many species, leaving notably aside compound leaves. With the number of potential classes increasing, it will become a necessity to reduce the scope of the search, by making advantage of the GPS system that now exists in every smartphone. Fusing geographical information together with image based descriptors is the biggest challenge of our future work. And knowing in advance which species are likely to be found in the geographical area where the user stands would be a decisive step towards a truly reliable identification.

The other prospect made possible by the use of high level descriptors will be the possibility of putting words on the extracted information. Explaining what the system understands and rendering it in a comprehensible form is a way to teach a non-specialist user what to look for, and could be used to implicate the user in the decision process by his intuitive corrections. All in all, such an explicative and interactive application would constitute a way not only to help recognize a plant, but to teach and transmit a rare knowledge.
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